
Name that Sport 
There are hundreds of sports played throughout the world. Read through the clues and try to name 

the sport based on the clues. Send back your answers to heathextendedday@gmail.com 

 
1. A double dribble and travel are common ways to turn the ball over in this game born in 

Massachusetts. 
 

2. This mainly American popular game has 22 people on the field at a time and points come in 
values of 1, 2, 3, 6. 

 
3. This incredibly physical game, often compared to American football, began being played in 

England around 1845 and is now immensely popular in the United Kingdom. 
 

4. This game is most commonly played in the water or on horseback. 
 

5. This sport is one of the oldest in the world and often features matches between two people on 
mats in present day. 

 
6. This ice based sport has rules about hooking, icing, and being offsides. 

 
7. To play this winter olympic sport you need 4 people, a sled, and an ice chute. Hint: Jamaica 

has one! 
 

8. This game is universally beloved. In the United States, terms like field, jersey, and game are 
used when talking about it. Elsewhere, those same terms are called pitch, kit, and match 

respectively. 
 

9. This game is known as America’s Pastime but is popular across Asia and Central America. 
 

10.  This game is similar to baseball and named after an insect. It is a favorite in Britain, the 
Caribbean, and India. 

 
11.Popular spots for this water sport are in Hawaii and Portugal. 

 
12.  This “stick” sport has a more popular ice based version. In American High Schools it is 

popular among females, and elsewhere it is widely co-ed.  
 

13.  This “stick sport” is considered the fastest to be played on two feet. It comes from the 
American Indigenous People and is gaining popularity in American high schools and colleges. 

 
14.   This summer olympic sport requires a bow and arrow. 

 
15.  This sport uses both uneven and parallel bars as well as a non-animal horse. 
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16.  This sport can be played on grass, clay, or concrete courts as long as there is a net and a 

rackets. 
 

17.There is a beach version of this normally gym based net game. 
 

18.  This winter olympic sport requires snow and can be done downhill or cross country style. 
 

19.  The tennis is played on tables across the world goes by two interchangeable names. 
 

20.  This sport requires participants to swim, bike and then run various distances. 
 


